
ABSTRACT 

LOWDER, EVAN MARIE. Models of Protection against Recidivism in Adults with Mental 
Illnesses. (Under the direction of Dr. Sarah L. Desmarais). 

Protective factors may play an important role in the assessment, management, 

treatment, and community supervision of adult offenders. However, little is known regarding 

the relationships between protective factors, risk factors, and adverse outcomes (e.g., 

recidivism) in this population. In research with adolescents, five models of the relationship 

between protective factors, risk factors, and adverse outcomes have been proposed and 

tested: the 1) Compensatory, 2) Buffer, 3) Challenge, 4) Protective-Protective, and 5) 

Mediation models. No study to date has systematically tested and compared these models of 

protection in adults. To that end, this study evaluated the five models of protection with 

respect to recidivism in a sample of justice-involved adults with mental illnesses (N = 224). 

Risk and protective factors were operationalized using the Short-Term Assessment of Risk 

and Treatability (START; Webster et al., 2009). Recidivism included count and dichotomous 

measures of arrests, jail days, and new charges one year following date of START 

assessment. Models 1-4 were tested using hierarchical regression strategies from research 

with adolescents (Garmezy et al, 1984) and the Mediation model was tested using conditional 

process analysis (Hayes, 2013). Results showed consistent support for the Compensatory 

model across all recidivism outcomes, with significant improvement in model fit relative to a 

covariate-only model. In this model, protective factors emerged as more robust predictors of 

recidivism relative to risk factors. In contrast to the Compensatory model, results failed to 

support other models of protection. Overall, findings provide support for direct and 

independent relationships of risk and protective factors with recidivism and support the 



consideration of protective factors in the assessment and management of adult offenders. 

Future research is needed to replicate findings with other instruments and samples, to explore 

the effect of dynamic assessment on models of protection, and to develop and test strategies 

for targeting protective factors in practice.  
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Introduction 

The present study aims to evaluate five models of how protective factors relate to risk 

factors and recidivism in a sample of justice-involved adults with mental illnesses. For the 

purposes of this study, risk factors are defined as characteristics of an individual that precede 

the occurrence of and increase the likelihood of experiencing a negative outcome (Kraemer 

et al., 1997). Though there is no consensus on the definition of protective factors, protective 

factors are defined as factors (e.g., characteristics of an individual, involvement in activities, 

or orientations/attitudes toward institutions or society) that precede the occurrence of and 

decrease the likelihood of experiencing a negative outcome (Jessor, Van Den Bos, 

Vanderryn, Costa, & Turbin, 1995). Recidivism is defined as new offenses or violations of 

the conditions of parole or probation. 

Background    

Over the past two decades, there has been tremendous growth in the science and 

practice of conducting structured assessments of risk for future violence and general 

offending (Skeem & Monahan, 2011). Meta-analytic findings suggest that assessments 

completed using popular or commonly used violence risk assessment tools demonstrate 

comparable validity in predicting future violence (e.g., Campbell, French, & Gendreau, 2009; 

Singh, Grann, & Fazel, 2011; Yang, Wong, & Coid, 2010), and, importantly, improve upon 

the accuracy of assessments completed using unstructured approaches (Ægisdóttir et al., 

2006). Across the globe, mental health practitioners report use of violence risk assessment 

and other instruments to identify individuals at heightened risk of violence and to inform risk 

management and treatment in the context of routine practice (e.g., Singh et al., 2014; 

Taxman, Cropsey, Young, & Wexler, 2007). Additionally, proper implementation of 
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structured risk assessment approaches to inform intervention may reduce risk of negative 

outcomes in adult correctional and inpatient populations (Craissati, South, & Bierer, 2009; 

Doyle & Dolan, 2002; Singh et al., 2014; Vieira, Skilling, & Peterson-Badali, 2009; Vincent, 

Guy, Gershenson, & McCabe, 2012). 

There is now an impressive body of research on risk assessment instruments and their 

increased use in practice; however, some limitations remain. For instance, most of the work 

with adults has focused on factors that increase risk of violence and general offending—“risk 

factors”—to the exclusion of factors that might protect against, buffer, or otherwise reduce 

the likelihood of such outcomes—“protective factors” (Ryba, 2008). In contrast to the adult 

literature, there has been greater focus on protective factors in adolescent risk assessment 

research and practice. In one survey of practicing clinicians (N = 199), for example, 

participants reported that they were less likely to consider protective factors in the 

assessment and management of risk for violence in adult offenders compared to juvenile 

offenders (Viljoen, McLachlan, & Vincent, 2010).  

Though there is debate in the field, there are five reasons that protective factors may 

play a key role in the assessment, treatment, and management of risk for violence and general 

offending among adults. First, there is some empirical evidence demonstrating associations 

of protective factors with violent and general offending. For example, in a study of 1,311 

offenders and non-offenders, Gilgun, Klein, and Pranis (2000) found that consideration of 

participants’ resources (specifically, feeling cared for and discussing problems with others) 

improved the accuracy over risk factors (i.e., substance use and delinquent behavior) in 

predicting offender classification. Similarly, in a qualitative investigation of six violent 

criminal offenders, offenders claimed anticipating negative situations, having insight into 
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negative behavior, and having social support contributed to desistance from crime (Haggård, 

Gumpert, & Grann, 2001). In a more recent investigation of protective factors associated 

with violent recidivism risk in 1,396 inmates released from prison in the UK, researchers 

found social support, emotional support, free time spent with family and friends, closeness to 

others, actively seeking work, and private (as opposed to public) housing to lower 

reoffending risk upon release (Ullrich & Coid, 2011).  

Second, the inclusion of protective factors has been shown to increase the predictive 

accuracy of risk assessments over risk factors alone. That is, risk assessment instruments 

demonstrate even greater associations with negative outcomes, including recidivism, after 

protective factors are controlled for in the same statistical model. For instance, in a sample of 

224 adolescent offenders, Lodewijks, Ruiter, and Dorelejers (2010) found protective factors, 

measured by the Structured Assessment of Violence Risk in Youth (SAVRY; Borum, Bartel, 

& Forth, 2002) provided incremental validity for violent offending risk above and beyond the 

predictive validity of risk factors. Similarly, in a study of 120 male inpatients in a forensic 

psychiatric hospital, Short-Term Assessment of Risk and Treatability (START; Webster, 

Martin, Brink, Nicholls, & Desmarais, 2009) strength total scores—which measure protective 

factors—added incremental validity to the Historical subscale scores of the Historical-

Clinical-Risk-20 (HCR-20; Webster, Douglas, Eaves, & Hart, 1997)—which measures static 

or unchangeable risk factors—in predicting risk of violent aggression toward others 

(Desmarais, Nicholls, Wilson, & Brink, 2012). In another sample of 188 male forensic 

psychiatric inpatients, de Vries Robbé, de Vogel, and Douglas (2013) found Structured 

Assessment of Protective Factors (SAPROF; de Vogel, de Vries Robbé, de Ruiter, & 

Bouman, 2011) scores to significantly increase the accuracy of HCR-20 scores in predicting 
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violent reconviction risk at 3-year and an average of 11.1 years follow-up. 

Third, consideration of protective factors can enhance the therapeutic relationship 

between a client and therapist (Duckworth, Steen, & Seligman, 2005; Saleebey, 1996), 

contribute to a more neutral and less problem-oriented view of clients (Rogers, 2000; 

Webster, Nicholls, Martin, Desmarais, & Brink, 2006), and orient the therapeutic session 

toward positive change (de Ruiter & Nicholls, 2011). With respect to community supervision 

of offenders, Woldgabreal, Day, and Ward (2014) argue that promotion of offenders’ 

psychological flexibility, self-efficacy, optimism, and sense of hope, specifically, may 

contribute to better community supervisions outcomes for offenders. 

Fourth, in many disciplines, mental health practitioners have a professional and 

ethical mandate to consider protective factors in assessment and intervention. For example, 

the American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice 

(2006) recommends that practitioners “assess patient pathology as well as clinically relevant 

strengths” (p. 276). Similarly, the National Association for Social Workers “Standards for 

Social Work Practice in Health Care Settings” (2005) describes consideration of client 

strengths as foundational to social work practice. 

Fifth, and finally, protective factors may inform intervention by identifying factors 

that promote desistance from offending or other antisocial behaviors (Andrews & Bonta, 

2010). In particular, consideration of client strengths may have particular relevance to the 

implementation of the Risk-Needs-Responsivity (RNR) model of offender rehabilitation. The 

RNR model is an evidence-based, best practice approach introduced by Andrews, Bonta, and 

Hoge (1990) that describes three guiding principles: 1) offenders who are at higher risk 

should receive more resources relative to offenders at lower risk (the Risk principle); 2) 
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practitioners should assess and target offender needs (the Needs principle); and 3) 

intervention strategies should respond directly to an offender’s risks and needs (the 

Responsivity principle). Although not originally conceptualized as part of the RNR, 

protective factors may play a key role in the effective implementation of RNR. Specifically, 

protective factors may be assessed as part of the Needs principle and considered in the 

execution of the Responsivity principle (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). 

It is not surprising, then, that several risk assessment instruments have been 

developed in recent years that include protective factors, such as the START (Webster, 

Martin, Brink, Nicholls, & Middleton, 2004; Webster et al., 2009), the SAPROF (de Vogel et 

al., 2011), the Inventory of Offender Risk, Needs, and Strengths (IORNS; Miller, 2006a; 

Miller, 2006b); the Service Planning Instrument (SPIn; Orbis Partners, 2003), the Static Risk 

and Offender Needs Guide (STRONG; Barnoski & Drake, 2007), and the Dynamic Risk 

Assessment for Offender Re-Entry (DRAOR; Serin, 2007). Research to date has supported 

the reliability and validity of assessments completed using these instruments in predicting 

risk of violence, violent offending, and general offending (e.g., Abidin et al., 2013; de Vries 

Robbé, de Vogel, & de Spa, 2011; Jones, Brown, Robinson, & Frey, 2015; Miller, 2015; 

O’Shea & Dickens, 2014; Yesberg & Polaschek, 2015). 

Models of Protection 

Despite the increasing presence of protective factors in violence risk assessment 

research and practice, our knowledge of protective factors is limited by the lack of common 

definition. Some authors discuss protective factors as being the absence of risk factors 

(Jaffee, Moffitt, Caspi, & Taylor, 2003). For example, Jaffee and colleagues (2003) found 

that although a one-parent household (i.e., an absent father) was a significant risk factor for 
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conduct problems in children, absence of this risk factor (i.e., a two-parent household) could 

serve as a protective factor if the father had low levels of anti-social behavior. Other authors 

argue that protective factors are independent of and qualitatively different from risk factors 

(Pandina, 1996; Webster et al., 2006) and exert effects on adverse outcomes that are above 

and beyond those associated with risk factors (Farrington & Loeber, 2000). Protective factors 

also have been conceptualized as independent predictors, producing direct effects on negative 

outcomes; as moderator variables, interacting with the effect of risk factors on negative 

outcomes; and as dynamic predictors of negative behavioral outcomes over time (Costa, 

Jessor, & Turbin, 1999; Jessor et al., 1995). Monahan and Skeem (in press) recently 

differentiated protective factors, which they describe as interacting with risk factors to 

decrease risk of recidivism, from promotive factors, which produce negative associations 

with recidivism. Thus, even when protective factors are considered, conceptualizations are 

inconsistent. As a result, particularly in the adult risk assessment literature, our understanding 

of how protective factors are associated with adverse outcomes among adults remains 

limited. 

Five models of protection against adverse outcomes have been proposed in the 

adolescent literature. The first is the Compensatory model, which suggests that protective 

factors and risk factors demonstrate independent effects on negative outcomes (Zimmerman 

& Arunkumar, 1994). The second and third models are both moderation models that build on 

the first direct effect model. The second model, or the Buffer model, suggests that protective 

factors weaken the association between risk factors and negative outcomes (Rutter, 1985). 

Similarly, the third model, the Protective-Protective model, suggests that the association 

between risk factors and negative outcomes is weakened by the addition of each protective 
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factor (Hollister-Wagner, Foshee, & Jackson, 2001). Thus, the third model is distinct in that 

it considers the number of protective factors instead of a single, or composite, measure of 

protection. The fourth model is the Challenge model, which is an extension of the first three 

models. This model describes the association between risk factors and negative outcomes as 

depending on the degree of exposure to risk factors, such that moderate exposure to risk 

factors may decrease negative outcomes (Garmezy, Masten, & Tellegen, 1984). The fifth and 

final model is the Mediation model, which has not been explicitly labeled as such but has 

been tested extensively in the adolescent literature. This model suggests that risk factors 

operate through (i.e., are mediated by) the presence of protective factors.  

There is some empirical evidence supporting the validity of these models, primarily 

from research conducted with adolescents. In adult samples, the relationships described by 

some models have been empirically investigated, but the models have not been explicitly 

tested. First, the direct and independent associations of risk and protective factors described 

in the Compensatory model have been supported in the prediction of violent offending 

(Salekin, Lee, Schrum Dillard, & Kubak, 2010) and, to some extent, aggressive behavior 

(Ladd & Burgess, 2001) in adolescent samples. Among adult offenders, risk and protective 

factors have demonstrated direct and independent predictive relationships with violent 

recidivism (de Vries Robbé et al., 2013; Miller, 2015; Ullrich & Coid, 2011) and general 

offending (Jones et al., 2015; Miller, 2015).  

The Buffer, or moderation, model has been explicitly tested and supported in the 

adolescent literature across a variety of adverse outcomes, including offending, aggression, 

violent behavior, and other problem behavior (Aceves & Cookston, 2006; Caldwell, Kohn-

Wood, Schmeelk-Cone, Chavous, & Zimmerman, 2004; Farrell, Henry, Schoeny, 
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Bettencourt, & Tolan, 2010; Farruggia & Germo, 2015; Jessor et al., 1995; Jessor, Turbin, & 

Costa, 1998; Lee, 2005; Lodewijks et al., 2010; Rennie & Dolan, 2010). Relationships 

proposed by the Buffer model also have been tested in adult samples with respect to the 

prediction of violent recidivism risk (de Vries Robbé et al., 2013) and general recidivism risk 

(Jones et al., 2015); however existing evidence supporting the use of this model in adult 

samples is weak.  

The Challenge model also has been explicitly tested and supported above and beyond 

the accuracy of other models in predicting risk of adverse outcomes in adolescents (e.g., 

Christiansen & Evans, 2005; Erdem & Slesnick, 2010). However, the Challenge model has 

not been tested explicitly in adult samples and actually may be less relevant to the adult 

population. Whereas adolescence is generally a period of plasticity with respect to growth 

and change (e.g., Holmbeck, Devine, Wasserman, Schellinger, & Tuminello, 2012; Toth & 

Cicchetti, 1999), adolescents who persist in antisocial behavior into adulthood are more 

entrenched in negative behavior and less amenable to change (Moffitt, 1993). Thus, moderate 

amounts of risk factors in adults may be more likely to represent actual risk for negative 

outcomes rather than a point in time on a developmental trajectory.  

Additionally, existing research has demonstrated support for relationships proposed 

by the Protective-Protective model with respect to adolescent aggression risk (Donnon, 

2010). The mediating influence of protective factors—described in the Mediation model—

has been supported in adolescent samples with respect to a variety of protective factors and 

across several outcomes, including suicide and suicidal ideation (Bagge, Lamis, Nadorff, & 

Osman, 2014), substance use (Madson, Moorer, Zeigler-Hill, Bonnell, & Villarosa, 2013; 
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Thai, Connell, & Tebes, 2010), and violence (Reingle, Jennings, & Maldonado-Molina, 

2012).  

Although there has been discussion of the importance of explaining how protective 

factors relate to risk for violence and offending in adults (e.g., de Ruiter & Nicholls, 2011; de 

Vries Robbé et al., 2013; Ullrich & Coid, 2011), these models have not been explicitly tested 

in adult samples. Instead, researchers appear to pick and choose a given model to apply in 

their investigations without explicitly comparing model fit or using model names established 

in the adolescent literature. In studies evaluating multiple models of protection in 

adolescents, the Challenge model has emerged as a consistent predictor of risk of negative 

outcomes in adolescents (Christiansen & Evans, 2005; Erdem & Slesnick, 2010; Hollister-

Wagner et al., 2001). However, other models including the Protective-Protective and 

Compensatory models (Hollister-Wagner et al., 2001; Jackson & Frick, 1998) also have been 

supported in these comparative studies. However, there may exist meaningful differences in 

how protective factors contribute to violence risk in adults compared to adolescents (Viljoen, 

Cruise, Nicholls, Desmarais, & Webster, 2012). As such, there is a need for research testing 

models of protection in adults. 

Study Purpose 

To my knowledge, no study to date has systematically tested and compared models of 

protection in adults. To that end, this study tested and compared five models of the 

relationship between protective factors and risk factors with recidivism in a sample of adults 

with mental illnesses participating in a jail diversion program. For the purposes of this 

investigation, the START was used to operationalize risk and protective factors (Webster et 

al., 2009). The START is a structured professional judgment risk assessment instrument that 
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measures both risk and protective factors via START vulnerability and strength items, 

respectively. Additionally, the instrument has been translated into eight languages and has 

been implemented internationally in settings across North America, Europe, Asia, and 

Australia (Singh et al., 2014). In research, START assessments have demonstrated good 

levels of reliability and validity in different practice settings (Desmarais, 2009). In the 

current study, I sought to answer the following six research questions: 

1. Compensatory model: Are protective factors and risk factors independently 

associated with recidivism? 

2. Buffer model: Do protective factors moderate the association between risk factors 

and recidivism? 

3. Challenge model: Do risk factors demonstrate a curvilinear association with 

recidivism, such that a moderate level of risk factors is associated with lower 

recidivism relative to low and high levels of risk factors? 

4. Protective-Protective model: Does the association between risk factors and 

recidivism decrease with the addition of each protective factor? 

5. Mediation model: Do protective factors mediate the association between risk 

factors and recidivism? 

6. Which model produces the strongest associations between risk factors and 

protective factors with recidivism? 

Method 

Study Setting and Design 

This study involved a secondary analysis of administrative records on clients in 

mental health jail diversion programs in Miami-Dade County, Florida. To address the high 
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prevalence of mental illnesses in Miami-Dade County’s criminal justice system, the Eleventh 

Judicial Circuit of Florida developed the Criminal Mental Health Project (CMHP) in 2000. 

Funded by the state and by the county, the CMHP is a court-based initiative that identifies 

and diverts adults with mental illnesses and co-occurring substance use disorders who 

become involved in the criminal justice system into community-based treatment and support 

services. The CMHP operates four different diversion programs that serve approximately 400 

clients annually: 1) a pre-booking jail diversion program; 2) a post-booking, pre-trial jail 

diversion program targeting adults with mental illnesses charged with misdemeanor offenses; 

3) a post-booking, pre-trial jail diversion program targeting adults with mental illnesses 

charged with felony offenses; and 4) a post-booking, state forensic hospital diversion 

program targeting those found incompetent to proceed to trial or not guilty by reason of 

insanity.  

In 2011, the CMHP created a dedicated unit to handle the referral and processing of 

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) 

applications through the SSI/SSDI Outreach, Access, and Recovery (SOAR) program. 

Created at the national level, the SOAR program trains case managers on the disability 

determination process to improve disability application outcomes among at-risk populations 

(e.g., adults experiencing homelessness, justice-involved adults).  

Also in 2011, the CMHP implemented the START in all of its jail diversion programs 

to enhance the uniformity, utility, and accuracy of intake assessments. Before 

implementation, CMHP staff received a 1-day training on the START assessment provided 

by a START author (S.L.D.). The training included an introduction to the structured 

professional judgment approach to risk assessment, an introduction to the START, an 
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overview of START coding, and a hands-on coding session where each staff person coded 

two cases, which were then reviewed as a group to achieve consensus. CMHP staff also 

received three separate half-day booster trainings in three to six month intervals. During 

these trainings, staff received an overview of the START, feedback on completed 

assessments, and additional practice coding and receiving feedback on START assessments 

(see Desmarais, Van Dorn, Telford, Petrila, & Coffey, 2012). 

As part of a larger evaluation of the implementation of START and the SOAR 

program, data for this study were drawn from the post-booking, pre-trial misdemeanor, and 

felony diversion programs for all participants referred to SOAR between September 1st, 2011 

and August 31st, 2013. 

Participants 

The study sample consisted of 224 CMHP participants referred to the SOAR program 

and for whom a START assessment was completed. The average age of the sample was 

35.19 years (SD = 13.35). The majority of participants were male (n = 181, 80.8%) and of 

both White (n = 114, 50.9%) and non-White (n = 110, 49.1%) racial backgrounds. The most 

frequent primary diagnosis was a schizophrenia spectrum disorder (n = 138, 61.6%), 

followed by bipolar disorder (n = 56, 25.0%), and major depression or other mood disorder 

(n = 28, 12.5%). Consistent with the CMHP’s focus on frequent flyers in the criminal justice 

system, participants had an average of 2.41 (SD = 3.16) arrests, 62.85 (SD = 80.48) jail days, 

and 3.02 (SD = 3.97) new charges in the 1-year period prior to the date of START 

assessment. 
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Measures 

The main variables of interest in this study included: 1) risk factors, operationalized 

via START vulnerability total scores; 2) protective factors, operationalized using START 

strength total scores; 3) number of protective factors, operationalized via START strength 

items; 4) recidivism, including arrests, jail days, and charges; and 4) participant 

characteristics, including sex, age, race, and mental health diagnosis. All were drawn from 

CMHP administrative records. 

START assessments. The START is a structured professional judgment instrument 

designed to predict risk of violence to others, suicide, self-harm, victimization, substance use, 

unauthorized leave, and self-neglect (Webster et al., 2004, 2009). The START’s ability to 

guide assessments of general offending risk is being piloted as part of the CMPH 

implementation. Findings to date support the feasibility and utility of START assessments in 

predicting risk of re-arrest and incarceration in offender populations (Desmarais, Van Dorn, 

et al., 2012; Lowder et al., 2014).  

The START includes 20 items that are assessed as both risk and protective factors 

(see Table 1 for descriptive statistics of START items). Specifically, for each item, assessors 

provide separate 0 (minimally present), 1 (moderately present), or 2 (maximally present) 

ratings for strength and vulnerability in the past three months. Item ratings can be summed in 

research (but not in practice) to create strength and vulnerability total scores. The possible 

range of these total scores is 0 to 40, with higher scores representing greater risk for 

vulnerability ratings and greater protection for strength ratings. When assessments have five 

or fewer missing item ratings, total scores were prorated by dividing the summed item ratings 

by the total possible scale score (i.e., 40), multiplying the value by the total number of 
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omitted items (i.e., 1-5), and adding the original score to this obtained value (see Webster et 

al., 2009, p. 34). In addition, number of protective factors were summed from a binary 

coding of START strength items (i.e., items coded as 2 were recoded as 1). 

Recidivism. The CMHP maintains administrative records on the number of jail 

bookings, number of days in jail, and associated charges that occurred in Miami-Dade 

County, Florida. Number of arrests were calculated using date of jail booking as an 

indication of arrest and summing the number of jail bookings for each participant occurring 

during the 1-year period following the index START assessment. Jail days were calculated 

from date of booking to date of exit (inclusive of end points) for the 1-year period post-

START assessment. New charges were calculated by totaling any new charge (i.e., excluding 

bench warrants, probation violations, etc.) occurring in the 1-year period post-START 

assessment. Variables were additionally recoded into dichotomous form for a total of six 

dependent variables: number of jail days (continuous), number of arrests, (continuous), 

number of new charges (continuous), any jail (0=no, 1=yes), any arrest (0=no, 1=yes), and 

any new charge (0=no, 1=yes). 

Participant characteristics. Participant characteristics included age at the time of 

referral to the program (continuous), sex (0=male, 1=female), race (0=White, 1=non-White), 

and dummy-coded mental health diagnosis with major depressive disorder as the reference 

group, creating two variables: bipolar disorder (0=depressive, 1=bipolar) and schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder (0=depressive, 1=schizophrenia spectrum). 

Data Cleaning 

 Of all clients referred to the SOAR program (N = 355) during the evaluation period, 

235 (66.2%) had START assessments. Bivariate comparisons between participants with and 
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without START assessments showed that sex and diagnosis were associated with the 

likelihood of receiving a START assessment (see Table 2); specifically, men were more 

likely to receive a START assessment relative to women, participants with bipolar disorders 

were more likely to receive a START assessment relative to other diagnoses, and participants 

with mood or major depressive disorders were less likely to receive a START assessment 

relative to other diagnoses. Consequently, sex and diagnosis were included as covariates in 

all analyses. An outlier analysis was also conducted to identify outliers by CMHP program; 

eight cases were identified as having outlying START strength scores and three as having 

outlying START vulnerability scores. As a result, all 11 cases were excluded from analysis 

via listwise deletion, for a study sample of 224. Of these 224 participants, 1-year recidivism 

data were available for 179 participants (79.9% of the study sample). As a result, the follow-

up sample consisted of 179 participants. Bivariate comparisons between the follow-up 

sample and the study sample showed no significant associations (all ps > .500) on all 

measured demographic characteristics.  

Analytic Plan 

Prior to hypothesis testing, I computed descriptive statistics for all study variables and 

examined the psychometric properties of the START assessments. Specifically, I conducted 

reliability analyses of the START strength and vulnerability total scores using Cronbach’s 

alpha. Item-level analysis was conducted to examine whether deletion of an item would 

result in a Cronbach’s alpha change of .10 or more. Furthermore, Corrected Item-Total 

Correlations (CITCs) were conducted to examine associations between START items and 

respective total scores. Mean Inter-Item Correlations (MICs) examined average correlations 

between START strength and vulnerability items, separately. I also conducted bivariate 
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comparisons to test for significant associations between participant characteristics, START 

strength and vulnerability total scores, and recidivism measures. A cutoff value of p < .10 

determined inclusion of covariates.  

To answer the first four research questions, I employed hierarchical regression 

analytic strategies used by Garmezy and colleagues (1984), Hollister-Wagner and colleagues 

(2001), and Pollard, Hawkins, and Arthur (1999). Two hierarchical regression models were 

tested for each of the six dependent variables. The first model answered Research Questions 

1, 2 and 3. In the first block, covariates were added. In the second block, START 

vulnerability total scores and START strength total scores were added to assess accuracy of 

the Compensatory model (Research Question # 1). In the third block, a START vulnerability 

x START strength product term was added to evaluate the Buffer model (Research Question 

#2). In the fourth and final step, a quadratic START vulnerability x START vulnerability 

term was added to assess for evidence of the Challenge model (Research Question #3).  

The second model was conducted to answer Research Question # 4. Specifically, in 

the second model, block one was identical to that in the first model. In the second block, 

START strength total scores were substituted with number of protective factors. In the third 

block, the START vulnerability x START strength product term was substituted with a 

number of protective factors x START vulnerability total scores product term to test the 

Protective-Protective model. For all count variables (i.e., number of arrests, jail days, and 

new charges), negative binomial regression models were used with the dispersion parameter 

fixed at 0. For this distribution, improvement in model fit was determined by calculating the 

difference in -2 Log(Likelihood) statistics for each model and comparing the result to chi-

square statistics with 1-2 degrees of freedom, depending on the increase in the number of 
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model terms from one model to the next. Model fit indices (i.e., AIC, BIC) were also 

consulted. For dichotomous dependent variables (i.e., any arrest, any jail, and any new 

charge), logistic regression analyses were used.  

Finally, the Mediation model (Research Question #5) was tested in separate 

regression models using the conditional process analysis approach of Hayes (2013), a state-

of-the-art statistical technique for conducting mediation and moderation analyses. Effects 

were estimated using OLS regression coefficients and quantified using bias-corrected 

bootstrapped confidence intervals produced by the PROCESS macro for SPSS. This 

approach was used for all recidivism measures (i.e., both count and dichotomous data). 

Results 

START Assessments 

Given the nature of the sample, START vulnerability scores averaged substantially 

higher (M = 19.61, SD = 6.16, range 5 to 34) than START strength scores (M = 10.80, SD = 

6.91, range 0 to 25.20). Participants had an average of 10.23 (SD = 6.15) protective factors as 

identified by START strength item ratings of moderately present or maximally present. 

Analysis of the structural reliability of START assessments showed good levels of 

internal consistency for both strength and vulnerability scores, which had corresponding 

Cronbach’s coefficients of .91 and .85. Item-level analysis showed no items for which 

deletion of the item would result in a Cronbach’s coefficient change of .10 or more. MICs for 

START strength items was slightly higher (.39) than for START vulnerability items (.24); 

however, both MICs showed good levels of item homogeneity. Average CITCs between 

item-level ratings and total scores suggested good associations for START strength scores, 

.57, and START vulnerability scores, .44. Because START assessments in this study were 
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completed in the context of routine practice, only one case manager completed each 

assessment, and as a result, inter-rater reliability could not be calculated. 

I additionally tested for multicollinearity between the START strength and 

vulnerability scores. I first examined associations between item-level ratings and second, 

between the total scores. Several strength and vulnerability item-level ratings were 

significantly correlated (see Table 1). For all significant item-level correlations except 

Attitudes, average vulnerability item ratings were higher on average than average strength 

item ratings. Strength total scores and vulnerability total scores were not significantly 

correlated, r = .03, p = .632, and variance inflation factor scores were 1.00 in each model. 

Taken together, results of these analyses provide limited evidence of multicollinearity (Neter, 

1996) and support the inclusion of strength and vulnerability ratings in the same analytic 

models.  

Recidivism during Follow-up 

Approximately half of the sample engaged in some form of recidivism during follow-

up. Specifically, almost half of the follow-up sample experienced any jail time (N = 87, 

48.6%) followed or were arrested (N = 82, 45.8%). Close to one-third of participants were 

charged with a new offense (N = 59, 32.8%). On average, follow-up sample participants had 

1.04 (SD = 2.04, range 0 to 18) arrests, 21.41 (SD = 52.08, range 0 to 324) jail days, and 1.22 

(SD = 3.42, range 0 to 32) new charges in the year following the date of START assessment.  

Bivariate comparisons between demographic variables and recidivism measures did 

not reveal any significant associations beyond those identified earlier as associated with the 

likelihood of receiving a START assessment (i.e., sex and mental health diagnosis), ps > 

.466. As a result, covariates were limited to sex (male, female) and mental health diagnosis 
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(dummy coded with major depressive disorders as the reference group: schizophrenia 

spectrum, bipolar).  

Models of Protection 

 Findings for regression analyses testing the Compensatory, Buffer, Challenge and 

Protective-Protective models are presented in Tables 3-6. Specifically, Table 3 presents 

results of hierarchical negative binomial regression analyses predicting count outcomes and 

Table 4 presents model fit statistics for these analyses. Table 5 presents results of hierarchical 

logistic regression analyses predicting dichotomous outcomes and Table 6 presents model fit 

statistics for these models. Results of analyses testing the Mediation model are presented 

separately in Table 7. 

Compensatory model. To answer Research Question 1, I tested whether risk factors 

and protective factors showed direct and independent effects on recidivism, as described by 

the Compensatory model. Across all measures of recidivism, START strength total scores 

were significantly and inversely associated with risk of reoffending (OR range: 0.90-0.94, ps 

< .002; see START strength and vulnerability terms in compensatory model in Table 3 and 

Table 5). START vulnerability scores were not significantly associated with risk of 

reoffending for all recidivism measures (ps > .308), with the exception of number of jail 

days. In this case, vulnerability scores were positively associated with risk of incarceration 

such that each increase in START vulnerability score resulted in a 1.05 times increase in jail 

days served, p < .001. Model fit statistics for negative binomial and logistic regression 

models (presented in Table 4 and Table 6, respectively) showed significant improvements in 

model fit for the Compensatory model relative to the covariate-only model, ps < .007, 
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providing evidence that risk and protective factors exert direct and independent effects on 

recidivism. 

Buffer model. To answer Research Question 2, I tested whether protective factors 

moderated the association between risk factors and recidivism, as described by the Buffer 

model. For all outcomes, results did not show significant interactions between START 

strength and vulnerability total scores (see START strength by vulnerability interaction terms 

in Table 3 and Table 5), ps > .106. Moreover, the addition of an interaction term did not 

significantly improve model fit relative to the Compensatory Model (see model fit statistics 

in Table 4 and 6), ps > .102. Taken together, these findings failed to provide support for the 

Buffer model. 

Challenge model. To answer Research Question 3, I tested whether risk factors 

demonstrated a curvilinear association with recidivism, as suggested by the Challenge model. 

Results provided little support for this model. Across all outcomes, an exponential increase in 

risk factors, as measured by the START vulnerability total scores, was not associated with 

increased risk of recidivism, ps > .772 (see START vulnerability by vulnerability interaction 

terms in Table 3 and Table 5). Additionally, the addition of the START vulnerability by 

START vulnerability interaction term did not significantly improve upon model fit relative to 

the Buffer Model, ps > .819 (see model fit statistics in Tables 4 and 6). 

Protective-protective model. To answer Research Question 4, I tested whether the 

association between risk factors and recidivism was moderated by number of protective 

factors, as described by the Protective-Protective model. Results failed to provide evidence 

supporting this model. Specifically, there was no significant interaction between number of 

protective factors and START vulnerability scores across all outcomes, ps > .126 (see 
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START vulnerability by protective terms in Table 3 and Table 5). Model fit statistics also 

showed that the Protective-Protective model did not improve upon the Compensatory Model, 

ps > .124 (see fit statistics Tables 4 and 6).  

Mediation model. To answer Research Question 5, I tested whether the association 

between risk factors and recidivism operated through protective factors, as suggested by the 

Mediation model. Results did not provide evidence of a mediating role of protective factors 

in the association between risk factors and recidivism across all outcomes (see confidence 

intervals for indirect effect terms in Table 7). A significant direct effect emerged between 

risk factors and numbers of jail days (p = .049); however the total effect (direct and indirect 

effect combined) only trended toward significance (p = .056). All other effects were non-

significant, ps > .05) 

Finally, Research Question 6 asked which model produced the strongest associations 

between risk and protective factors with recidivism. Model fit statistics were strongest for 

Buffer and Challenge models (see model fit statistics in Table 4 and in Table 6). However, 

there were no significant predictors (i.e., risk or protective factor terms) in these models. 

Rather, the Compensatory model was the only model that produced both: a) significant 

associations between protective factors, risk factors, and recidivism and b) showed a 

significant improvement in model fit from the previous model (i.e., covariate-only model). 

Discussion 

Protective factors have been identified as important considerations in the assessment, 

management (Ullrich & Coid, 2011), treatment (de Ruiter & Nicholls, 2011; Duckworth et 

al., 2005; Saleebey, 1996), and community supervision of adult offenders (de Ruiter & 

Nicholls, 2011; Woldgabreal et al., 2014). However, there has been limited research on how 
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to incorporate protective factors in the risk assessment process in this population (de Ruiter 

& Nicholls, 2011; Ullrich & Coid, 2011). In contrast, five models of protection that describe 

how risk and protective factors relate to each other to affect risk of adverse outcomes have 

been proposed (Garmezy et al., 1984; Hollister-Wagner et al., 2001; Rutter, 1985; 

Zimmerman & Arunkumar, 1994), evaluated independently (e.g., Donnon, 2010; Erdem & 

Slesnick, 2010; Farrell et al., 2010; Reingle et al., 2012), and compared (e.g., Christiansen & 

Evans, 2005; Hollister-Wagner et al., 2001). To date, these models have not been explicitly 

evaluated and compared in the adult offender population. The purpose of the current study 

was to fill this knowledge gap by examining models of protection vis-à-vis recidivism in a 

sample of justice-involved adults with mental illnesses. 

 I tested five proposed models of the relationship between risk factors, protective 

factors, and recidivism: the Compensatory, Buffer, Challenge, Protective-Protective, and 

Mediation models. As described by the Compensatory model, risk and protective factors 

demonstrated independent and direct effects on recidivism. In particular, protective factors, 

operationalized as START strength total scores, demonstrated consistent negative 

associations with recidivism across all recidivism measures (i.e., arrests, jail days, new 

charges, any arrest, any jail, and any new charge). Risk factors, operationalized as START 

vulnerability total scores, showed direct associations with number of jail days. These findings 

are consistent with previous research conducted with adolescents that has shown direct and 

independent effects of risk and protective factors on negative outcomes, including violent 

offending (Salekin et al., 2010) and aggressive behavior (Ladd & Burgess, 2001). These 

findings are also consistent with the extant, but relatively small, body of work examining risk 

and protective factors in adult samples. Specifically, prior research has established direct and 
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independent effects of risk factors and protective factors on violent reconviction (de Vries 

Robbé et al., 2013; Ullrich & Coid, 2011) and general recidivism (Jones et al., 2015; Miller, 

2015). In other adult populations (e.g., forensic and civil psychiatric inpatients), START 

strength and vulnerability total scores have shown direct and independent effects on violence 

and aggression (Braithwaite, Charette, Crocker, & Reyes, 2010; Chu, Thomas, Ogloff, & 

Daffern, 2011a, 2011b; Desmarais, Nicholls, et al., 2012; O’Shea & Dickens, 2014). 

 Regarding the Buffer model, findings of the present study failed to provide support 

for an interaction effect between risk and protective factors on recidivism. These findings are 

in contrast to those reported in the adolescent research literature, which demonstrate 

overwhelming support for the Buffer model across a wide range of samples and adverse 

outcomes (e.g., Aceves & Cookston, 2006; Caldwell et al., 2004; Jessor et al., 1998; 

Lodewijks et al., 2010). However, my findings are not altogether inconsistent with findings 

of research on protective factors conducted in other adult offender samples. In particular, 

Ullrich and Coid (2011) failed to find a significant interaction effect between protective 

factors and risk factors on violent reconviction risk five years following assessment among 

male prisoners. Although de Vries Robbé and colleagues (2013) reported a significant 

interaction between protective factors and risk factors, measured by the SAPROF and HCR-

20, respectively, on reconviction risk over a 3-year period among male offenders, they 

observed multicollinearity between their model terms (VIF = 3.06) which should have 

precluded inclusion of both risk and protective factors in the same model. As one last 

example, a study of adult offenders revealed a significant interaction between protective 

factors and risk factors, measured by risk and strength scores on the SPIn, on likelihood of 

new offense over an 18-month follow-up period (Jones et al., 2015), but the size of the effect 
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was very small (i.e., OR = 1.001). Thus, a critical review of the empirical evidence to date 

suggests that protective factors may not buffer against risk of recidivism in adults as they do 

in adolescents.   

  Like the Buffer model, the relationships between risk and protective factors 

described by the Challenge, Protective-Protective, and Mediation models were not supported 

by findings of the current study. These models demonstrated reasonable fit with the study 

data; yet, they did not add incrementally to the prediction of recidivism relative to the 

Compensatory model. These findings are in contrast to those reported in studies of 

adolescents which have shown support for the Challenge model (e.g., Christiansen & Evans, 

2005; Erdem & Slesnick, 2010), Protective-Protective model (Donnon, 2010) and Mediation 

models (Bagge et al., 2014; Reingle et al., 2012; Thai et al., 2010). To my knowledge, these 

models of protection have not been tested with respect to the prediction of violence or 

offending in adult samples.  

 The lack of support for the Buffer, Challenge, Protective-Protective, and Mediation 

models found in the current study, in contrast with research conducted with adolescent 

samples, suggest protective factors may be associated with risk factors and adverse outcomes 

in meaningfully different ways in adults and adolescents. Specifically, risk and protective 

factors may be more potent for adolescents relative to adults because adolescents are already 

at heightened risk for very specific adverse outcomes (e.g., self-harm and substance use; 

Boyer, 2006; Steinberg, 2004). Second, and relatedly, protective factors may be more 

directly responsive to risk factors for this group because adolescence in a period of 

developmental change and skill acquisition (Steinberg & Cauffman, 1996; Steinberg & 

Monahan, 2007; Steinberg et al., 2007). Thus, the capacity for skill development in 
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adolescents may better allow for the buffering or attenuating of risk factors seen in this 

population. Third, adolescents experience developmental transitions where limited exposure 

to risk factors can be considered normal and part of a developmental trajectory (Jessor, 1991; 

Moffitt, 1993). After an initial exposure to risk factors, adolescents may develop the skills to 

become less susceptible to peer influence and able to avoid problem behaviors (Modecki, 

2008; Moffitt, 1993; Monahan, Steinberg, Cauffman, & Mulvey, 2009). In comparison, 

adolescents who demonstrate antisocial behavior into adulthood are less amenable to change 

(Moffitt, 1993). However, null findings additionally may reflect the weak association 

observed between risk factors and recidivism in the current study. Thus, further research is 

needed on the Buffer, Challenge, Protective-Protective, and Mediation models vis-à-vis the 

prediction of violence and offending in adult samples. 

Limitations 

 Findings should be considered in light of several limitations to the study design. In 

particular, I examined models of protection with secondary, administrative data derived from 

assessments completed at one time point using one instrument, the START. As a result 

conclusions regarding support for or against the different models of protection are specific to 

risk and protective factors measured by the START. Generalizability to the relationship 

between risk and protective factors as measured using other instruments will need to be 

established. I also was unable to establish inter-rater reliability of START assessments 

because the START was administered by case managers on their clients as part of routine 

practice in jail diversion programs. That said, the case managers completed rigorous training 

using protocols similar to those that have been shown to produce good inter-rater agreement 

in other studies (e.g., Desmarais, Nicholls, et al., 2012). The lack of data on inter-rater 
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reliability reporting is not uncommon in the risk assessment literature (Desmarais & Singh, 

2013). Additionally, I could not evaluate the relationship between risk factors, protective 

factors, and recidivism over multiple time points. Such an approach would have allowed for a 

stronger test of the mediation model by affording evaluation of the influence of protective 

factors on risk factors over time (Douglas & Skeem, 2005; MacKinnon, Fairchild, & Fritz, 

2007). Furthermore, OLS regression was used to test the mediation model, which assumes a 

linear distribution but the recidivism outcome data were positively skewed. A newer, 

nonparametric approach to mediation analyses has been developed (e.g., Imai, Keele, & 

Tingley, 2010); however, this approach requires independence between the independent 

variable (i.e., risk factors) and mediator (i.e., protective factors), which the present data could 

not meet. Finally, the START strength and vulnerability item ratings were summed to create 

total scores for the purposes of this study, but this is not how the START assessments should 

be completed in practice (Webster et al., 2009). As such, there is a need for research on the 

relationship between risk factors, protective factors, and recidivism as assessed in clinical 

practice (Guy, Douglas, & Hart, 2015). 

Implications 

 The limitations notwithstanding, the current study represents the first comprehensive 

test of models of protection found in the adolescent literature in an adult offending sample. 

Only two of the models have been examined in the extant literature and in a piecemeal 

fashion (e.g., de Vries Robbé et al., 2013; Gagliardi, Lovell, Peterson, & Jemelka, 2004; 

Jones et al., 2015; Miller, 2015; Ullrich & Coid, 2011). My analyses revealed direct and 

independent relationships between risk and protective factors with recidivism, suggesting 

that risk factors and protective factors are distinct constructs that exert unique effects on 
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recidivism risk. As such, my findings indicate that the Compensatory model’s description of 

protective factors as having independent, inverse effects on the likelihood of negative 

outcomes (Zimmerman & Arunkumar, 1994) may be the most appropriate conceptualization 

of protective factors in adult offenders. Current policies and practices emphasize risk factors 

to the neglect of protective factors (Monahan & Skeem, in press). My findings provide 

empirical support for the consideration of protective factors, in addition to risk factors, in the 

assessment and management of recidivism risk among adult offenders.  

Findings of the current study also provide several directions for future research. First, 

this is only the first empirical evaluation and comparison of multiple models of protection in 

an adult offender sample; replication is needed. The relationship between risk factors, 

protective factors, and recidivism may differ as a function of the risk assessment instrument, 

sample, and outcome. Second, conceptualizations of protective factors as buffering against or 

interacting with risk factors and distinctions between promotive and protective factors 

(Monahan & Skeem (in press), as described earlier, were not supported herein. Again, further 

research in other samples and with assessments completed using other instruments is needed. 

Third, future research should investigate models of protection over time. Though the current 

investigation provides evidence supporting the distinction between risk factors and protective 

factors as distinct constructs, we do not know how the relationship between risk and 

protective factors may change over time given that risk and protective factors themselves 

change over time. Fourth, and finally, research is needed regarding intervention strategies 

that may be effective in increasing protective factors and reducing risk of adverse outcomes 

over time (de Ruiter & Nicholls, 2011). Investigation of strategies to target risk factors and 

develop or enhance protective factors is a separate line of inquiry from research examining 
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associations between risk factors, protective factors, and recidivism (Skeem & Monahan, 

2011). Less research to date has focused on the former, though it is arguably more relevant to 

forensic practice than the latter. 

Conclusions 

 Although protective factors have been identified as important considerations in risk 

assessment (Ullrich & Coid, 2011), management, and treatment (de Ruiter & Nicholls, 2011) 

of adult offenders, our conceptual understanding of the relationship between risk and 

protective factors, and their combined impact on recidivism risk, is limited. The present study 

represents the first comparative evaluation of five models of protection against recidivism in 

an adult offender sample. Findings support the conceptualization of risk factors and 

protective factors as distinct constructs that produce direct and unique effects on recidivism, 

providing empirical support for the role of protective factors in forensic risk assessment. 

However, further research is needed to test the generalizability the current study’s findings 

and to inform how protective factors may be targeted in risk management and treatment 

efforts to improve recidivism outcomes in the adult offender population.  
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Table 1 

START Items and Rating Summaries 
 

  Descriptives  Frequency of endorsement (%)   

Item  M SD  Minimally 
present (0) 

Moderately 
present (1) 

Maximally 
present (2) 

 r 

1. Social Skills Strength 0.74 0.59  33.0 58.9 7.6  -.30***  Vulnerability 1.00 0.54  14.7 70.1 14.7  
2. Relationships Strength 0.67 0.60  39.3 53.6 6.7  -.17**  Vulnerability 0.98 0.55  16.1 69.2 13.8  
3. Occupational Strength 0.34 0.52  67.9 29.0 2.2  -.20**  Vulnerability 1.12 0.65  15.2 56.7 26.8  
4. Recreational Strength 0.46 0.54  54.0 40.6 2.2  -.10  Vulnerability 0.81 0.52  24.1 66.5 5.8  
5. Self-care Strength 0.71 0.64  38.8 51.3 9.8  -.39***  Vulnerability 0.84 0.63  28.6 56.3 12.9  
6. Mental state Strength 0.42 0.49  58.0 42.0 0.0  -.27***  Vulnerability 1.30 0.56  4.9 59.4 35.3  
7. Emotional state Strength 0.42 0.52  58.9 39.3 1.3  -.32***  Vulnerability 1.10 0.61  13.8 62.1 23.7  
8. Substance use Strength 0.52 0.66  57.1 33.5 8.9  -.45***  Vulnerability 1.10 0.70  20.1 49.6 30.4  
9. Impulse control Strength 0.34 0.50  67.4 31.3 1.3  -.25***  Vulnerability 1.16 0.62  12.5 58.0 28.6  
10.  External triggers Strength 0.35 0.50  64.7 33.0 0.9  -.08  Vulnerability 1.05 0.57  13.8 66.1 18.8  
11. Social support Strength 0.86 0.67  30.4 52.2 16.5  -.36***  Vulnerability 0.91 0.55  19.6 68.3 11.2  
12. Material resources Strength 0.26 0.47  74.6 23.2 1.3  -.38***  Vulnerability 1.36 0.59  5.8 51.8 42.0  
13. Attitudes Strength 0.70 0.62  38.4 52.2 8.9  .18**  Vulnerability 0.70 0.63  38.8 51.8 9.4  
14. Med adherence Strength 0.74 0.62  35.3 54.5 9.4  -.36***  Vulnerability 0.86 0.61  26.3 60.3 12.5  
15. Rule adherence Strength 0.54 0.58  50.0 44.6 4.5  -.23***  Vulnerability 0.85 0.59  25.9 62.9 10.7  
16. Conduct Strength 0.58 0.59  46.9 48.2 4.9  -.02  Vulnerability 0.62 0.60  43.8 49.6 6.3  
17. Insight Strength 0.51 0.56  52.2 44.6 3.1  -.32***  Vulnerability 1.12 0.63  14.7 58.5 26.8  
18. Plans Strength 0.47 0.55  55.4 42.0 2.7  -.29***  Vulnerability 0.91 0.64  25.0 57.6 16.5  
19. Coping Strength 0.42 0.49  57.6 41.5 0.0  -.05  Vulnerability 1.04 0.59  15.2 64.7 19.2  
20. Treatability Strength 0.77 0.56  29.9 62.5 6.7  -.15*  Vulnerability 0.84 0.57  25.4 64.7 9.4  
Notes. N = 216-224 START assessments.  Correlations are between item-level strength and 
vulnerability ratings. 
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Table 2 

Demographic Characteristics between Participants with and without START Assessments 

 
Variables 

SOAR 
population 
(N = 355) 

 
Completed 

START 
(N = 235) 

 No START 
(N = 120) Comparison 

 n %  n %  n % X2 

Sex         4.57* (1) 
   Male 275 77.5  190 80.8  85 70.8  
   Female 80 22.5  45 19.1  35 29.2  
Race                            0.50 (1)  
    Non-white 175 49.3  119 50.6  56 46.7  
    White 180 50.7  116 49.4  64 53.3  
Diagnosis         6.20* (2) 
    Schizophrenia spectrum 215 60.6  145 61.7  70 58.3  
    Mood/Major depressive 52 14.6  29 12.3  23 19.1  
    Bipolar 77 21.7  59 25.1  18 15.0  
 M SD  M SD  M SD t (df) 
Age 35.51 12.89  35.22 13.37  36.06 11.92 0.60 (265.43) 
Notes. All percentages represent valid percentages. Discrepancies in cell sizes reflect missing 
data. For diagnosis, post-hoc comparisons revealed significant differences in the distribution 
of mood or major depressive diagnosis likelihood between groups relative to schizophrenia 
spectrum or bipolar diagnoses. 
‡p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 
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Table 3 

Summary of Negative Binomial Regression Results by Model of Protection 

Notes. N = 179. CI = confidence interval. For Sex, male participants represent 0. Bipolar and 
Schizophrenia spectrum variables are dummy coded whereby participants with major 
depression diagnoses represent 0. Compensatory^ model replaced strength total score with 
number of protective factors. 
‡p < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001 

  Arrests  Jail days  New charges 
Predictors  OR OR 95% CI  OR OR 95% CI  OR OR 95% CI 
Covariate-only model          
    Sex  1.87 [1.04, 3.33]*  1.61 [1.10, 2.36]*  5.77 [2.74, 12.15]*** 
    Bipolar   0.80 [0.38, 1.68]  1.21 [0.72, 2.03]  0.48 [0.22, 1.04]‡ 
    Schizophrenia spectrum  0.80 [0.41, 1.57]  2.63 [1.68, 4.12]***  0.63 [0.31, 1.27] 
Compensatory model          
    Sex  1.70 [0.93, 3.10]‡  1.91 [1.29, 2.83]**  5.40 [2.49, 11.69]*** 
    Bipolar   0.72 [0.40, 1.87]  1.00 [0.59, 1.69]  0.55 [0.24, 1.26] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum   0.97 [0.48, 1.96]  2.94 [1.85, 4.66]***  0.87 [0.40, 1.86] 
    Strength total score  0.92 [0.89, 0.95]***  0.94 [0.91, 0.96]***  0.90 [0.87, 0.93]*** 
    Vulnerability total score  0.99 [0.96, 1.03]  1.05 [1.03, 1.08]***  0.98 [0.95, 1.02] 
Buffer model          
    Sex  1.63 [0.89, 2.98]  1.91 [1.29, 2.84]**  5.17 [2.38, 11.24]*** 
    Bipolar   0.90 [0.42, 1.93]  0.99 [0.58, 1.69]  0.59 [0.26, 1.36] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum   1.02 [0.50, 2.05]  2.93 [1.84, 4.65]***  0.89 [0.42, 1.93] 
    Strength total score  1.00 [0.90, 1.10]  0.93 [0.85, 1.01]‡  0.97 [0.88, 1.08] 
    Vulnerability total score  1.03 [0.97, 1.09]  1.05 [1.00, 1.11]‡  1.02 [0.96, 1.07] 
     Strength x vulnerability  1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  1.00 [1.00, 1.00]  1.00 [0.99, 1.00] 
Challenge model          
    Sex  1.62 [0.88, 2.98]  1.91 [1.26, 2.90]**  5.24 [2.40, 11.46]*** 
    Bipolar   0.90 [0.42, 1.94]  0.99 [0.57, 1.73]  0.59 [0.26, 1.35] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum   1.02 [0.50, 2.05]  2.93 [1.84, 4.66]***  0.89 [0.42, 1.93] 
    Strength total score  1.00 [0.90, 1.10]  0.93 [0.85, 1.01]‡  0.97 [0.88, 1.08] 
    Vulnerability total score  1.02 [0.87, 1.20]  1.05 [0.91, 1.21]  1.04 [0.88, 1.23] 
    Strength x vulnerability  1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  1.00 [1.00, 1.00]  1.00 [0.99, 1.00] 
    Vulnerability x vulnerability  1.00 [1.00, 1.00]  1.00 [1.00, 1.00]  1.00 [0.99, 1.00] 
Compensatory^ model          
    Sex  1.67 [0.92, 3.04]‡  1.83 [1.24, 2.71]**  5.31 [2.85, 11.52]*** 
    Bipolar   0.85 [0.40, 1.82]  1.03 [0.61, 1.75]  0.53 [0.23, 1.20] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum   0.96 [0.48, 1.92]  2.83 [1.78, 4.48]***  0.85 [0.40, 1.83] 
    Number protective factors  0.91 [0.88, 0.95]***  0.95 [0.92, 0.97]***  0.88 [0.85, 0.92]*** 
    Vulnerability total score  0.99 [0.96, 1.03]  1.05 [1.03, 1.08]***  0.98 [0.95, 1.01] 
Protect-protect model          
    Sex  1.59 [0.87, 2.91]  1.84 [1.24, 2.73]**  5.06 [2.32, 11.02]*** 
    Bipolar   0.89 [0.41, 1.91]  1.02 [0.60, 1.75]  0.19 [0.25, 1.31] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum   1.01 [0.50, 2.02]  2.82 [1.77, 4.47]***  0.89 [0.41, 1.91] 
    Number protective factors  0.99 [0.89, 1.11]  0.94 [0.86, 1.03]  0.96 [0.86, 1.07] 
    Vulnerability total score  1.03 [0.97, 1.09]  1.05 [1.00, 1.10]‡  1.01 [0.96, 1.07] 
    Vulnerability x protective  1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  1.00 [1.00, 1.00]  0.99 [1.00, 1.00] 
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Table 4 

Model Fit Statistics for Hierarchical Negative Binomial Regression Analyses by Model of Protection 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Arrests  Jail days  New charges 
Model χ2(df) -2LL AIC BIC  χ2(df) -2LL AIC BIC  χ2(df) -2LL AIC BIC 

Covariate-only 5.62(3) 202.85 508.24 520.99  35.15(3)*** 767.07 1435.91 1448.66  30.24(3)*** 273.15 525.47 538.22 
Compensatory 30.73(5)*** 177.74*** 487.14 506.26  74.09(5)*** 728.13*** 1400.97 1420.09  71.03(5)*** 232.36*** 488.69 507.81 
Buffer 33.41(6)*** 175.06 486.11 508.77  74.12(6)*** 728.10 1402.94 14.25.25  73.58(6)*** 229.82 488.14 510.45 
Challenge 33.41(7)*** 175.05 488.45 513.95  74.12(7)*** 728.10 1404.94 1430.44  73.66(7)*** 229.73 490.06 515.56 
Compensatory^ 28.28(5)*** 180.18*** 489.58 508.70  64.93(5)*** 737.29*** 1410.13 1429.26  71.59(5)*** 231.80*** 488.13 507.25 
Protect-protect 30.66(6)*** 177.81 489.21 511.52  64.96(6)*** 737.26 1412.10 1434.41  73.87(6)*** 229.53 487.85 510.16 
Notes. N = 179. χ2 = chi-square likelihood ratio statistic for model fit. -2LL = -2 Log(Likelihood) or deviance statistic. Model 
improvement represented by significance indicators on -2LL, calculated using difference in -2LL and chi-square statistic with 1-2 
degrees of freedom. Compensatory^ = Direct effects of risk factors and number of protective factors on outcome; significance 
determined by comparison with covariate-only model. Protect-protect = Protective-Protective model; significance determined by 
comparison with Compensatory^ model. 
‡p < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001!
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Table 5 

Summary of Logistic Regression Results by Model of Protection 

 
 
 
  

 Arrests  Jail days  New charges 
 OR OR 95% CI  OR OR 95% CI  OR OR 95% CI 

Covariate-only         
    Sex 1.66 [0.78, 3.51]  2.02 [0.95, 4.30] ‡  3.42 [1.32, 8.89]* 
    Bipolar 0.91 [0.33, 2.49]  1.06 [0.39, 2.91]  0.69 [0.23, 2.07] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum 1.11 [0.45, 2.71]  1.54 [0.62, 3.81]  0.99 [0.37, 2.66] 
Compensatory         
    Sex 1.64 [0.75, 3.58]  2.06 [0.94, 4.51] ‡  3.47 [1.31, 9.17]* 
    Bipolar 1.02 [0.36, 2.93]  1.20 [0.42, 3.45]  0.73 [0.23, 2.29] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum 1.23 [0.48, 3.16]  1.79 [0.69, 4.62]  1.06 [0.38, 2.97] 
    START strength 0.92 [0.87, 0.96]***  0.92 [0.87, 0.96]**  0.92 [0.88, 0.97]** 
    START vulnerability 1.00 [0.95, 1.05]  1.01 [0.97, 1.07]  1.00 [0.95, 1.05] 
Buffer         
    Sex 1.60 [0.73, 3.49]  2.02 [0.92, 4.44] ‡  3.34 [1.26, 8.88]* 
    Bipolar 1.07 [0.37, 3.05]  1.24 [0.43, 3.55]  0.78 [0.25, 2.44] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum 1.27 [0.49, 3.26]  1.82 [0.70, 4.71]  1.12 [0.40, 3.14] 
    START strength 0.98 [0.84, 1.14]  0.97 [0.83, 1.12]  1.02 [0.87, 1.20] 
    START vulnerability 1.04 [0.95, 1.14]  1.04 [0.95, 1.14]  1.06 [0.96, 1.16] 
    Strength x vulnerability 1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  0.99 [0.99, 1.00] 
Challenge         
    Sex 1.58 [0.72, 3.48]  2.03 [0.92, 4.47] ‡  3.34 [1.25, 8.90]* 
    Bipolar 1.07 [0.37, 3.07]  1.24 [0.43, 3.55]  0.78 [0.25, 2.44] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum 1.27 [0.49, 3.26]  1.82 [0.70, 4.71]  1.12 [0.40, 3.14] 
    START strength 0.98 [0.85, 1.14]  0.97 [0.83, 1.12]  1.02 [0.87, 1.20] 
    START vulnerability 1.01 [0.79, 1.29]  1.05 [0.82, 1.34]  1.05 [0.81, 1.36] 
    Strength x vulnerability 1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  0.99 [0.99, 1.00] 
    Vulnerability x vulnerability 1.00 [0.99, 1.01]  1.00 [0.99, 1.01]  1.99 [0.99, 1.01] 
Compensatory^         
    Sex 1.62 [0.75, 3.50]  2.02 [0.93, 4.39] ‡  3.42 [1.30, 9.04]* 
    Bipolar 1.01 [0.36, 2.87]  1.18 [0.42, 3.35]  0.73 [0.24, 2.29] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum 1.22 [0.48, 3.10]  1.75 [0.68, 4.47]  1.07 [0.38, 2.98] 
    Number protective factors 0.91 [0.87, 0.96]**  0.92 [0.87, 0.97]**  0.91 [0.86, 0.97]** 
    START vulnerability 1.00 [0.95, 1.05]  1.01 [0.96, 1.06]  1.00 [0.95, 1.05] 
Protect-protect         
    Sex 1.57 [0.72, 3.41]  1.98 [0.91, 4.32] ‡  3.28 [1.24, 8.71]* 
    Bipolar 1.07 [0.38, 3.06]  1.23 [0.43, 3.50]  0.79 [0.25, 2.49] 
    Schizophrenia spectrum 1.27 [0.50, 3.24]  1.79 [0.70, 4.60]  1.13 [0.40, 3.17] 
    Number protective factors 0.98 [0.84, 1.15]  0.97 [0.82, 1.13]  1.01 [0.85, 1.19] 
    START vulnerability 1.03 [0.94, 1.13]  1.04 [0.95, 1.14]  1.05 [0.96, 1.15] 
    Protective x vulnerability 1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  1.00 [0.99, 1.00]  0.99 [0.99, 1.00] 
Notes. N = 179.  OR = odds ratio. CI = confidence interval. 
‡p < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001!
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Table 6 

Model Fit Statistics for Hierarchical Logistic Regression Analyses by Model of Protection 

 Arrests  Jail days  New charges 

 Model 
X2 Step X2 R2  Model 

X2 Step X2 R2  Model 
X2 

Step 
X2 R2 

Covariate-only 1.87 1.87 .01  4.26 4.26 .03  8.03* 8.03* .06 
Compensatory 15.59** 13.72** .11  17.26** 12.99** .12  17.81** 9.79** .13 
Buffer 16.51* 0.93 .12  17.77** 0.51 .13  19.66** 1.85 .14 
Challenge 16.57* 0.05 .12  17.77* <0.01 .13  19.67** <0.01 .14 
Compensatory^ 13.15* 11.28** .09  14.35* 10.09** .10  17.80** 9.77** .13 
Protect-protect 14.07* 0.92 .10  14.77* 0.42 .11  19.36** 1.56 .14 
Notes. N = 179. 
‡p < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001 
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Table 7 

Mediation Results for Count and Dichotomous Outcomes 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Arrests  Jail days  New charges 
Effects  Estimate SE 95% CI  Estimate SE 95% CI  Estimate SE 95% CI 

Count outcome             
    Direct effect  <-0.01 0.02 [-0.05, 0.04]  1.20* 0.61 [<0.01, 2.40]  -0.01 0.04 [-0.09, 0.06] 
    Indirect effect  <-0.01 0.01 [-0.02, 0.01]  -0.03 0.07 [<-0.01, <0.01]  <-0.01 0.01 [-0.03, 0.01] 
    Total effect  <-0.01 0.02 [-0.05, 0.04]  1.17‡ 0.61 [-0.03, 2.37]  -0.02 0.04 [-0.10, 0.06] 
Dichotomous outcome             
    Direct effect  <-0.01 0.02 [-0.05, 0.05]  0.01 0.02 [-0.03, 0.06]  <0.01 0.03 [-0.05, 0.05] 
    Indirect effect  <-0.01 0.01 [-0.02, 0.01]  <-0.01 0.01 [-0.02, 0.01]  <-0.01 0.01 [-0.02, 0.01] 
    Total effect  <-0.01 0.02 [-0.05, 0.04]  0.01 0.02 [-0.03, 0.06]  <-0.01 0.03 [-0.05, 0.05] 
Note. N = 179. 
‡p < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001!


